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INTRODUCI’ION

Nuclear power systemsarc presently being ~nvestigatcdas an altcrnaave for both commercial and
military space power systems because of their ptwjccw.dlongevity of 7 to 10 years, their mass
advantageover ocherspace power mums at powersabove approximately25 kWe,artdtheir ability
to operate without direct illumination from the sun. These space-nuclearpower systems arc being
designed to supply from tens of kilowatts to multirrqawatts of power for continuous opation of
seven years and more. !jpacc-nuck.arpower system desi

l?”
s that meet these requirements will not

be available for refueling or maintenance during their 1“etirnc. To ensure that the space-nuclear
power system uiU operate safely and will respond in a predictable and desired manner, the design
of the system’s controller must account for changes in the system parameters over its lifetime.
This paper applies model-rcfcrcncc adaptive control to an increase in the power demand by the
load. .? model-reference adaptive controller will force the actual space-nuclear power syslcm to
follow the predictable and desired rcs nse of a reference model, despite changes in the actual

rsystem’soperating parameters, Inclu cd in this paper arc the model-reference adaptive control
al orithm, the description of the computer simulation of a s ace-nuclear power system and die

f rrc ercnce nmdcl,and results that demonstratethe applicationo rrmkl-rcfcrcncc adaptivecontrol to
a change in the loadpower demand. The results dwnonstratc that model-referencetuiaptivccontrol
can ensure tie transient response of the system despite differences between the design of the
systcmand the as-built system as well as fm variationsin the sysrempammetcrs.

ADAFTIVECONTROLALGORITHM

Figure 1 presents a schematic diagram of a model-reference adaptive control system. The
adaptation aigorithm receives the state vector from the plant, Xp, and the state vector from the
reference model, xm, the input signal vector, u, and the enor vector, e = xm - Xp, It uses these
inputs at each adaptive time stc to adjust the in t t signal io the plant by adapting the adaptive
variable gain vcctws, Q and F. L afc adaptation gorithm for model-reference adaptive control is
based upon the second method of Lyapunovand is given (Banks, 1986)as

~ - QGBX h(u +FXP)TQTQ, (1)
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Figure 1. A model-referenceadaptivecontrol systemfor a multiple-input,multiple-output system,

where Bm is the control matrix of the limarizcd rcfercncc model. The matr~xP is a positive
definite, symmetric matrix and is defined by the Lyapunovstabilityequation (Ogata, 1970):

-R = A~P + PAm , (2)

where the R is also a positive definite, symmetric matrix and Amis the companion matrix of the
linearized rcfcrcnce model, The matrix R is determined according to the method presented in
Mctzger (1989). The adaptive algorithm constant gain matrices arc rl and rz. The matrices rl
and rz arc diagonal and the elementsof the matrices arc given (Metzgcr, 1989)as

r,ii=fL!U ,
& Zij (.3)

and



~2ii=g 1 ,

At Yij (4)

-*hemfl and fa ate constants, the elements ~j are defined by the matrix

~d the elementsYij~ defined by the XXMhiX

Y = B~Pe (u + FXP)T .

(5)

(6)

Equations (1) through (7) define the adaptation algorithm. By definition the adaptive algorithm
results in the emr vector being asymptotically stable in the large if both the plant and rcfercncc
model arc linear systems.

SPACE-NUCLEARPGWERPLANTMODELLING ‘

In the applicationof the adaptationalgorithmto a space-nuclearpower system neither the plant or
the reference model used is linear. However, the results show that model-reference aaaptivc
control is still very useful and applicable if the constant gain matrices, r 1and ~a, arc cttoscn
correctly. The s~acc-nuclear power system is modelkd by a set of fionlinear, time-depcndant
differential quauons with variable coefficients (Mctzger, 1989) consisting of (1) the six-group
reactor kinetics quations, (2) an energy quation for the nuclear fuel, (3) an energy equation for
the primarj ccdant in the reactor, (3) an energyquation for the primary coolant in each of the heat
transport branches, (4) an energy equation for each of the PCA thcrtnoelectrics, (5) an energy
equation for each of the TEM pump thcrmoclcarics, (6) an energy equation for the secondary
coolant in each of the branches, (7) an energy equation for each of the branch radiator panels, (8) a
momentumquation for the primary coolant in each branch, and (9) a momentumequation for the
secondarycoolant in each of the branches,

The rcfcrencc+nodel is also modcllcd a set of nonlinear, tirne-depcndantdifferential equutions
7with constant coefficients (Mctzger, 1 89) that consists of (1) the two-group reactor kinctics

equations, (2) an energy equation for the nuclear fuel, (3) an energy equation for the reactor
coolant, (4) a single energy quation for the primary coolant, (5) a single energy equation for the
PCA thertnoclcctrics, and (6) a single energy equation for the sccondarj coolant.

The rcfemcc design used in the study is based upon the Gencml Electric 3(X)kWe therrnodcctric
SP-100design (General Electric Co., 1986).

RESULTS

E1-Uenx,Sco, and Buska (1987) determined that the SP-100design is inherently load-following
as long as the load’sequivalent electrical resistance matches the internal resistance of the PCA’S,
When additional load is ridded in arallcl to the in-place load and the ncw quivalcnt resis[ancc of

!the load is less than the intema resistance of the PCA’S,the system is not inherently load-
followingand the thermal energy of the system needs to be increased prior to adding the new load,
The systemthermalenergy is increasedby insertingreactivity into the nuckar core.

The reference case is the response of the space-nuclearpowers stem to a 20% increase in power
idemand, assuming that the load resistance and the PCA’Sintern resistance are initially equal, To



offset the increase in the power demand 23.34@worth of reactivity must be added to the core to
ensure that the power demand is met while maintaining a steady-state 100-volt drop across the
load. To inject an cmor between the plant and reference-model response the fuel temperature
reactivity feedbackcoefficient of the plant is assumed to be 25% of the fhcl temperature reactivity
feedbackcoeffkient of the reference model. Figures 2 and 3 compare the response of the system’s
neutron power, the fuel temperature, and the voltage drop across the load, as well as showing the
diff~-ence in the input signal, the reactivity. Figure 2 represents the system response when
adaptive control is not applied. Figure 3 represents the system response when the plant’sneutron
power is adapted to foilow the reference-model’sneutron power.

When the fuel temperature reactivity feedbackcoefficient is reduced by 75% and a step of 23.34@
of reactivity is inserted into the core, Figure 2 shows that the system neutron power peaks at a
power 11 MW above the original power of 6.8 MW and achieves a steady-state power 7,5 MW
above the original power. This is in contrast to the refmnce model response that achieves a peak
powcr of 5.8 MW above the original power level and a new steady-state power 0.75 MW above
the original power. The plant fuel temperature reaches a steady-state temperature that is
ap roaching 70% of the melting point of UN fuel, which may encroach on the system operating
als ety limits. The final volta e drop across the load, once the additional load is added at 400

fseconds into the transien~ is 8 volts instead of the desired 100volts, but the peak voltage prior to
the addition of the new load is C1OSCto 170volts. The plot of the power dissipated by the load is
not shown, but the results are that instead of achieving a new steady state 20% above the original
power level, the power level rcachcs a steadystate at 21% below the original power.

Figure 3 represents the same case as Figure 2, but with adaptive control. As the plot of the
neutron power shows, with adaptive control the plant neutron

x
wcr follows the reference model

neutronpower. Even though the plant fuel temperatureis not ptcd to the fuel temperatureof the
reference model, the adaptation of the neutron power prevents the plant fuel temperature from
reaching the very high temperature exhibited in F@txE2. Also, once the load is added at 400
seconds into the transient, the steady-state voltage drop across the load is the desired 100 volts
with a peak prior to the addition oi the new load at 140volts. The final electrical power meets the
20% increase in t’~edemand. Comparing the reactivity lots of Figures 2 and 3 shows how the

finput reactivity is adjusted by the adaptationalgorithm to orce the plant neutron power to track the
reference-model ncutaon power.

The exam le above demonstrates how model-referenceadaptivecontrol can be used to ensure the
fresponse o a space-nuclear

#
wcr system during a transien~ even though there has been changes

to the system parameters. e example also demonstrates how adaptive control can be used to
prevent the system from violating operating iimits and can increase the utility of the system. As
Figure 2 shows, without adaptive control a 20% increase in the electrical power demand is not
posssiblc. Additional results will be presented that demonstmte the effect of using a ramp in the
reactivity insettion for the rcferencc case. A step reactivity is initially used since it is the most
stringent input signal. Also, results will be presented to show that rnodcl-reference adaptive
control can be used to accommodate differences between the desired response of the system and
the as-built response of the systcm.
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Figure2. The responseof the space-nuclearpower system to a 23.349 step insertion of reactivity
and a 20% power &mand increasewithoutadaptivecontrol. The solid line plots are the plant
response and the broken iine plots are the rcfemnce model response
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Figure 3. The response of the space-nuclearpower system to a 23.34@step insertion of reactivity
and a 20% power&mand increasewith adaptivecontrol. The solid line plots arc the plant
msponscand the broken line plots arc the referencemodel response.
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